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302 A CORRECTION BY P. J. DANIELL. 

From the point (a, b) draw that one of the two tangents of the fourth-quadrant 
circle of diameter a-b touching the axes which is farther from the origin. This 
tangent cuts the axes in the centers D1 and D2 sought. 

While Richter's construction yields the same approximation, its execution is 
less simple. 

Three-arc Constructions of the Quadrant.-The three-arc constructions may 
be thought of as derived from three circles of curvature, the major, minor, and 
some intermediate one. There is considerable latitude in altering these so that 

the intermediate circle shall be tangent to the others. 
French's second construction uses the major and minor circles B K' E 
of curvature without alteration, the radius of the intermediate 

F, 
circle being the mean proportional between a and b, Clark's 

A A X uses the major circle, Honey's alters both the major and the 
2 G minor circles and uses the arithmetic mean between a and b 

as the radius of the intermediate circle. For most purposes a 
construction would seem best which alters all three circles. 
The following is suggested as typical: 

In Fig. 2 let E1E2 be some line between the lines C1C2 and 
B, D1D2 of Fig. 1-e. g., the bisector of the angle formed by these 

FIG. 2. lines. With a convenient radius-e. g., the mean proportional 
between a and b-lay off AF1 and BF2. With E1 and E2 as 

centers and radii E1Fi and E2F2 strike arcs intersecting in G. E1, G, and E2 are 
the desired centers and the radii are E1A, F1A = F2B, and E2B. 

It would be difficult to give a categorical answer to the question, "What 
criterion best measures the degree of approximation attained?" The purpose 
for which the curve is to be used would influence the choice of such a criterion. 
Four criteria suggest themselves to me: the total area between the curve and the 
approximation, the difference in length of the two curves, the maximum distance 
between corresponding points, where by corresponding points I mean those 
lying on a normal to the ellipse, the maximum angle between the tangents at 
corresponding points. Doubtless many others might be suggested. 
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